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         Story Conference 

 

      on 

 

  SEQUENCE 3B - SNOW WHITE ALONE IN THE WOODS 

 

 

  Meeting held: Saturday, June 27, 1936  8:45 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. 

 

  Present were: Walt 

     Frank Churchill 

     Charles Philippi 

     Bob Kuwahara 

     Joe Grant 

     Bill Cottrell 

     Larry Morey 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  Larry went through the continuity while Frank played the musical score  

  for this sequence. 

 

WALT:  You could start your wind rather suddenly. 

 

JOE:  The trees going into animation shouldn't be quite so sudden. 

 

WALT:  It would be good for her to be caught in the bushes showing these  

  grotesque hands, then the wind and all the things that frighten her. Have  

  it lead to things that make her think things are alive, but at the  

  same time the audience should have a feeling that it is all in her  

  mind.  Otherwise, you would feel that it is a wild forest that she is  

  into.  Like the thorns changing back from hands to thorns, and the  

  wind begins to blow the trees and her imagination grows wild - then  

  when she collapses and begins to sob, you see that all around her when  

  she is not looking everything is very innocent - then have the little  

  animals come out.  She trips over a root and she thinks that something  

  is grabbing at her foot and when she gets loose it is nothing but a root.  

  Maybe there could be certain eyes peering out in the forest, but wouldn't  

  disclose what it is. 

 

JOE:  More like the effect you have up on top. 

 

WALT:  Don't take time to show that it is a bat or anything. 

 

LARRY: It would be better then that she catches in bushes and the wind starts  

  to blow and then runs into other bushes and pulls herself free.  Do you  

  think that would be the best way to start? 

 

WALT:  I don't know whether to bring in the wind before or after that.  The wind  

  comes in as sort of a final thing, it increases the tempo. 

 

BILL:  As she runs into the clearing after all the terrifying experiences you  

  have it planted that her mind has run wild - she is stopped in the  

  clearing by trees that surround her and as she looks here and there, we  

  cut to very fast flashes of futuristic appearing trees and faces and  

  things like that, but each flash should be accentuated by a chord in  

  the music - a very modern music effect, then cut back to her as she  

  faints.  After she faints the same grotesque scene dissolves back to  

  what it really is and the sun streams through. 

 

WALT:  It would be better that she is so frightened that she collapses instead  

  of faints. 

 

  She could run into the clearing and try to go farther, but would fall and 

  not be able to go any farther. 

 

BILL:  She is cornered - surrounded on all sides. 

 

WALT:  When she sees that she is surrounded she just collapses. 

 

BILL:  Musically it could build to a powerful climax. 
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WALT:  Instead of music after the collapse have it quiet - then you see the  

  eyes from the trees gradually emerge and the little birds and animals  

  come out.  You could pick up as the sunlight picks up.  She cries  

  and they all come up and look at her like "what is this" and she  

  comes up from it and looks at the animals which frighten her and they  

  scamper.  She realizes that she has frightened them and she apologizes  

  and pleads with them to come back.  It might be effective to hear her  

  crying. 

 

FRANK: It could be a 10-foot pause after Snow White collapses. 

 

WALT:  She could scream and collapse into a sobbing.  A mother deer could  

  come out with baby deer - they are the animals she takes to the house. 

  You want to get just a picture of it and go on with the whole thing. 

  Do you think 125 feet musically would be enough going through the woods  

  up to the fall - the climax of the sequence? 

 

  I would see eyes in the darkness.  Same of the shots, the eyes might  

  come up closer and cut right while they are moving. 

 

  When the little animals are taking her through the woods to the Dwarfs'  

  house you could stop the song long enough for her to say OH, IT'S DARK  

  HERE and WHERE ARE YOU TAKING ME? 

 

  It breaks the thought when they reveal the house to her. 

 

  Could we build the business of her talking - it's a musical talk.  She  

  sings the song WITH A SONG AND A SMILE and she is happy. 

  In other words, the song is what got her back into being happy. 

 

  She has to live in the woods - she has no home to go to.  We thought  

  of one time to be a little humorous about it.  Such as, maybe there  

  is a woodcutter whose wife has died and has a lot of children to look  

  after and Snow White is a good housekeeper. 

 

  I think before you get into the chorus her conversation with the birds  

  could be just like a verse, just like that verse that leads into SOMEDAY  

  MY PRINCE WILL COME.  They could say TELL US A STORY A TRUE STORY.  It is  

  dialogue, but at the same time it is verse. 

 

LARRY: How does this sound for the thought – I just roughed it for thoughts. 

  I AM AWFUL SORRY I FRIGHTENED YOU and she laughs - IT MUST HAVE BEEN MY 

  IMAGINATION.  DO COME CLOSER AHD LET ME SEE YOU, and they start forward 

  and just as she starts to pet a squirrel it would run away and she  

  says PLEASE DON'T BE AFRAID I AM ALL ALONE AND YOU ARE THE ONLY  

  FRIENDS I HAVE and the animals get up. 

 

WALT:  I don't like it because I don't think it is putting the thing over or  

  building it up enough for the song - the whole thing should be built up  

  toward that. 

 

  Could work in SOMETIMES YOU GET SO FRIGHTENED YOU JUST DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO  

  or WHAT DO YOU DO IN A CASE LIKE THAT and a little bird comes in for an  

  answer.  Get the thought that when you are in the dumps open up and sing  

  and be happy.  You don't know where your home is going to be.  The  

  birds never know where their next home will be or from where their next  

  meal is coming.  Get the angle, when you are in a pickle make the best  

  of it and be happy.  You can find happiness any where if you  

  look for it.  If you are open with your mind and let the right thoughts 

  come into it, there is bound to be happiness. 

 

LARRY: That is what I am building into, Walt.  PLEASE DON'T LEAVE ME ALONE, WHAT DO  

  YOU DO WHEN YOU ARE LONELY and the bird whistles back and Snow White  

  could say WHY, OF COURSE, YOU SING A SONG. 

 

  Do you think this is all right.  I AM SORRY I FRIGHTENED YOU.  I THOUGHT  

  THE WOODS WERE FULL OF TERRIBLE MONSTERS.  IT MUST HAVE BEEN MY IMAGINATION. 
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WALT:  That seems rather abrupt - maybe she should make no reference to 

  that except that she is all alone and she apologizes for being such  

  a coward. 

 

LARRY: If we are clear as to what this is before. 

 

WALT:  If we aren't clear by that time it is kind of late to bring it in. 

  We can't complain afterwards. 

 

JOE:  It is obvious enough that it is imagination. 

 

WALT:  It should all be explained within itself. 

 

LARRY: She could say I AM AWFUL SORRY I FRIGHTENED YOU and they move in and she  

  says, I AM ALL ALONE. 

 

WALT:  Why couldn't it be this?  I AM ALL ALONE, WILL YOU BE MY FRIENDS?  Because  

  she has just met them. 

 

LARRY: And they say they will be.  Then Snow White says WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN THINGS  

  GO WRONG?  WHAT DO YOU DO TO KEEP YOURSELVES HAPPY and one of the little  

  birds will sing a few notes and S.W. says OH, SING. 

 

WALT:  As she sings little animals get closer to her and get cute little business 

  of animals cocking heads looking at her - a chipmunk could be on her knees – 

  the little animals get friendly as she sings, and when she finishes 

  the song she talks of how happy she is now and has a different angle on 

  things now.  It might be written in form of a verse.  I feel it is  

  a pretty song and would be good to introduce it to them.  Do you use a  

  half chorus, Frank? 

 

FRANK: We use two full choruses. 

 

WALT:  If we could just build some little thing - it is the first time she has  

  sung a song.  The little animals getting closer to her and more friendly  

  with her and have shots to trees where the mother deer is coming out with  

  baby deer and the turtle comes out and everybody begins to be very  

  friendly. 

 

LARRY: How much do you think we ought to take before we arrive at the thicket? 

 

WALT:  I wouldn't take more than one chorus. 

 

LARRY: Do you think we should take that much? 

 

WALT:  It depends what we develop for business of animals running ahead and  

  parting the bushes for her so she can get through - where she could stop  

  her song to say something and build right on up where the shrubbery is  

  parted and the sunlight cones through.  We cut to house and then cut  

  back to her coming through.  That should come at the end of the chorus. 

 

  Ken Baker was suggested to sing the Prince's song. 

 

Bill:  Do you think a baritone would be too low? 

 

FRANK: I would say a high baritone. 

 

BILL:  I think what would help at the next meeting in this sequence would be to  

  get little sketches to illustrate the action and see if you can develop  

  some business with Snow White and the birds. 

 

WALT:  She comes in and bushes catch her and then we pick up the wind. 

 

BILL:  I have a feeling that we have too many scene cuts here - I don't think  

  you could ever get it in. 

 

WALT:  I can see getting into shorter cuts all the time.  Get into shorter cuts 
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WALT:  (cont'd.) to lead to climax - that is, the placing together for angles. 

 

LARRY: Do you feel the things to us as a menace are trees, bushes, stream with  

  logs that resemble alligators? 

 

WALT:  I feel that she should fall in the stream - stream could be waist deep – 

  and let her wade out in a hurry through a lot of reeds. 

 

  I was just wondering, those things that happen that let you know that  

  it is her mind - I believe the wind should came after that. 

 

LARRY: So we go from the bushes that grab her and save the wind just after we  

  finished the alligator business. 

 

WALT:  She falls over roots - big roots - and she feels they are hands - she  

  doesn't stop for them - make it very quick and not point the thing. 

  The audience realizes that the bushes that catch on her, which she  

  thinks are hands, are only bushes - after she leaves scene audience  

  will see that they go back to normal bushes. 

 

  I feel that any scenes where she becomes frightened and stops should  

  come in the early part.  She gets to a point that she doesn't know where  

  to go.  You might hear a little sobbing as she runs along.  I think  

  she screams at things that grab her. 

 

LARRY: Should we try to work Huntsman's dialogue on the end of the thing? 

 

WALT:  I think we should.  It could be his voice - maybe we don't need it. 

  We could see how it could be filled in. 

 

BOB:  When she falls in water while crossing the stream does she get up and  

  go in the direction she was going - she doesn't turn back does she? 

 

WALT:  She is always going on. 

 

LARRY: Always going deeper in the woods, the same way all the time. 

 

WALT:  It is like she went through a thick part of the woods and then into  

  the clearing and then into the other. 

 

LARRY: You see her in clearing looking frightened - getting the different  

  shots of trees and things and then she collapses and get a whimpering  

  cry. 

 

BILL:  First, you might have the dense woods; second, stationary objects and  

  pan shots - just pictures of trees (from light to dark); third, animated  

  wind, etc.; fourth, into the final picture. 

 

WALT:  The wind should be just before the collapse. 

 

  The feeling I had, you were going from the outside, where there is no thick  

  forest, and going into the forest, but then if you cut inside the forest  

  and she comes up, which is coming into the thing, you won't have to do  

  that, maybe.  Maybe, you could just go on with her in the forest. 

 

LARRY: Then you see something stopping her — looking along at the end of that 

  pan as if she didn't know what direction to go. 

 

WALT:  I get the hesitation, but it should be just a momentary stop. 

 

LARRY: Then you see her running – then walking through all this? 

 

BILL:  If she stops it would be a mild type of fright at the start – just be 

  startled. 

 

LARRY: We want to start with things not so menacing and then have it get  

  more and more menacing. 
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WALT:  You have too much of a path. 

 

JOE:  The ground could be smooth at the beginning and then get rocky with 

  moss and everything. 

 

LARRY: We could build to size – first small and then bigger, bigger, bigger. 

 

LARRY: Do you want to carry the two sequences together - 3A and 3B? 

 

WALT:  I think we should get a tight draft on the whole business, because 

  they sort of tie together.  The way we figured our reel cuts at the  

  same tine - cut at end of dramatic build up where she collapses — then,  

  music stops and make a reel change on sobbing and then new music picks  

  up. 

 

  We discussed at one time to confine ourselves to 1 reel for this part  

  of the story, in other words, this part of story, up to where she  

  collapses, can't run over 950 feet.  If we confine ourselves to  

  that we won't go into it too heavy. 

 

  I would see Snow White going toward the woods and then cut into the woods 

  rather than running into it.  Keep the music very weird.  Have her falling 

  down.  Have the ground irregular.  I think if we work the panorama 

  stuff we should do it before it becomes animated.  Get the dimensional  

  effect.  We could get a good effect of the woods, of the foggy distance, etc. 

 

WALTL  Got the SALLY SALLY effect with the Huntsman's voice through the woods.  

  Everytime she stops she would hear GO GO GO.  Nearly every bit of dialogue  

  could be repeated in there. 

 

  A certain amount of sympathy would come to her in this sequence. 

 

LARKY: Do you think it would be good if we started with straight shots and then 

  go to angler shots, more distorted and get different camera angles? 

 

WALT:  Besides the camera angles, the forest could be that way too. 

 

CHARLIE: What do you think of increasing the size of the trees all the way through 

  the woods and reduce her size and keep her getting smaller and smaller? 

 

WALT:  Yes, that would be good. 

 

  It would be well to work a mist effect in the woods and fungus around.  I  

  think the woods should be dark and not too light - it would add to the  

  mysterious quality of the whole business. 

 

WALT:  I think we should get in here next week and see what we can get on this. 

  The dialogue should be built and things like that. 

 

  There is a lot of cute stuff we can work in where S.W. meets the animals. 

  See what new slants we can get on it. 

 

  Would it be better for you to go ahead and work something out of this? 

 

LARRY: I would like to do that and maybe a couple of times during the week I 

  can go over this with you. 

 

WALT:  That would be better.  Then get a good rough draft on it. 

 

CHARLIE: So far there aren't very many gags running through the forest. 

 

WALT:  Do you think it should be gags?  I think it should be a lot of stuff  

  of angle shots and things like that, and don't do anything we would  

  have to stop for. 
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LARRY: I think what Charlie meant was what we could use for pieces of business. 

 

WALT:  You work on that Charlie. 

 

CHARLIE: The business through the woods might not be a hundred feet. 

 

WALT:  Yes it will.  We don't want these things that stop, and instead of 

  having a lot of long pans, have short pans - almost camera moves. 

  Get the effect shots for each one as we go along - it would be different  

  shots and then to clearing where you have the quick shots around of  

  things which she sees, and then the collapse.  I would get the camera  

  moving more of her moving fast.  We would pan with it, but just a  

  slight pan.  In fact, you can get shots with perspective pan that would  

  be just a short pan that could come over and go right on out with her  

  to the camera — the camera could truck back.  Don't get long scenes at all. 

 

  At the very end the scenes should be very short.  Start out with the  

  scenes a little longer then get shorter and shorter.  You could get a  

  lot of it down to 3½ foot cuts - maybe less than that.  I think you could  

  do that very well with 125 feet.  It will probably take 150 feet for the  

  Huntsman business. 

 

  There could be a talking verse between the 2 choruses (S.W. in clearing) and  

  she could get up to the repeat of the chorus.  The only thing I worry 

  about is building into the song. 

 

  They should have eyes in the darkness all the way through. 

 

HAM:  I feel that instead of the song being operatic that it should work  

  from conversation to the song. 

 

WALT:  A good pattern that strikes me as good, you are into the song before you 

  know it.  She is telling them that she fell in love and they are asking  

  her questions that lead right up to the song - it all should lead right  

  up to the song. 

 

LARRY:  Do the cadenzas bother you Ham? 

 

HAM:  I wouldn't say anything bothers me. 

 

WALT:  I don't think the cadenzas would bother anyone.  Cadenzas are good because 

  they parallel birds, it gives the birds a chance to play a part in it. 

  The cadenzas in here would be very cute - she would do a high note and  

  the bird does a high note – then she does a higher one and the little 

  bird would try to reach a higher note and voice could crack. 

 

HAM:  I wonder if S.W. could ask the bird a question and he answer with a little 

  chirp or whistle, and S.W. would say, THAT IS CUTE, HOW DO YOU DO THAT? – 

  and he would do it again and then S.W. would try it. 

 

WALT:  Work the bird calls in with that melody. It brings in the theme of the 

  song.  Maybe you could work in your cadenzas. 

 

HAM:  The cadenzas could follow right after she picks up from the bird and 

  enlarge on it. 

 

WALT:  Get the cute business of little chipmunks about to be touched by her and 

  run off, but come back for more.  The theme of it should be that she is  

  out in the woods all alone and she is trying to make the best of it.  It is  

  a nice thought. 

 

LARRY: That is the thought that the song should have, also the load up. 

 

WALT:  When she finishes the chorus she could say, I FEEL BETTER. I AM NOT GOING 

  TO LET ANYBODY BOTHER ME NOW.  Then, she could say, MAYBE YOU KNOW OF  

  SOMEONE WHO NEEDS A HOUSEKEEPER and they could nod YES.  Then she could  

  get up right to the SMILE AND A SONG.  Maybe they could grab her by the cape 
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WALT:  (cont'd.) some way.  As they get into the thicker part of the forest, her 

  coat could get caught on thorns and they could unhook it.  They scamper  

  on ahead and get things ready for her to get through.  It will be  

  unlimited what can be done there with S.W. and the animals. 

 

HAM:  What bothers me - she gets started in a song that was written for an  

  opera.  I would rather she would sing in a simple way. 

 

WALT:  Maybe she won't sing many words, maybe just WITH A SMILE AND A SONG. 

  Let her sing a little more of the ad lib and a few words in it.  The  

  melody is so pretty I wouldn't want to hear so many words with it. 

  During the song all the animals could come out.  You still have that  

  song going on.  Try some words on it, Larry, but try not put in  

  too many. 

 

  Do you think the little birds could do the little lead into the  

  song - and have her thinking, just getting the thought?  And not  

  have S.W. bust right out into the song.  Just ease into it, ad-libbing  

  and originating as she goes along.  Then, between when you finish the  

  chorus, write that business where she wants to work and what she will  

  do - write it in sort of a verse. 

  The most important thing in a song is the chorus – utilize the verse 

  to prepare for it. 

  Why not use that pattern through generally, Frank — both of them, talking 

  could be part of verse and that leads right into the one song. 

 

HAM:  You can't drag it from the time she starts the song up to the time  

  she starts going through the woods.  We don't want her to just sit there 

  and sing without doing something.  Maybe if you had 90-feet of it, you 

  could get different shots of animals and business, but 90-feet of her  

  just sitting there would be too draggy. 

 

WALT:  Do you think so?  You have a song to listen to. 

 

HAM:  You don't want to see her singing the song too much.  We don't want this 

  thing of her walking back and forth. 

 

WALT:  I know what you mean - 1 feel that way too, but don't you think she could  

  get over her business? 

 

HAM:  If there were some way to get through half the song and then get going  

  and singing the rest of it on the way. 

 

WALT:  Can you play it up to the first 16 and carry on from there and figure  

  at that time she got up and moved through the woods on the second 16. 

 

HAM:  Is there some way when she got half through the song to ad lib some words  

  which reminds her of the business that she has to find a home - isn't  

  there a natural break in there? 

 

WALT:  You should finish the chorus first, you shouldn't interrupt it. 

 

HAM:  Would you get her questions over before she starts to sing. 

 

LARRY: You would have to. 

 

HAM:  I wonder if you could get some comedy stuff on Turtle trying to sing, and  

  when he would try to sing it would wake him up. 

 

WALT:  Could you have same cute thing for the animals to applause S.W. after she  

  sings?  A beaver could beat his tail and rabbits beat tails. 

 

  A buck could come up eating something and hears the tune and cut to him  

  looking through.  Little racoons could be at the stream trying to catch  

  a fish and they hear the tune and look up to listen.  The turtles head  

  could just come out of the weeds and listen, then back into shell.  Introduce  

  all the animals.  This song could serve to warm everything up. 
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WALT:  While S.W. is singing a little fawn could come close to her and as  

  she turns around the little fawn could lick her face and as she goes  

  to pat the little fawn, he could crunch clear down as if he were going  

  to be hit. 

 

HAM:  Another thing that bothers me is that she falls in the water. 

 

WALT:  We have wind that will dry her. 

 

  As S.W. is going through the woods, let her sink right down in the  

  brushes.  Get some good business of big roots that looks like claws. 

 

HAM:  Two other things I would like to avoid:  a close up with a knife in a  

  hand — it doesn't seem menacing. 

 

WALT:  I think a knife can look menacing. 

 

HAM:  Anyway, the picture I have in my mind now would look too cartoony. The  

  back view of the Huntsman pleading with her looks good to me. 

 

HAM:  Suppose when S.W. slinks back against a tree, would you stop the music  

  and pick up again? 

 

LARRY: Yes. 

 

WALT:  You could have little screams and gasps through her, but not featuring it. 

 

  Does anybody else see any objections of her falling in water?  Maybe we don't  

  need it.  I was trying to think of things menacing. 

 

  The scene where she collapses, she could be very small and get lighting  

  effects on trees, with the eyes moving around. 

 

  Get little businesses of animals curious.  Get right into comedy touches  

  with the animals. 

 

CHARLES: I think it would be good to double expose the trees at the last and then  

  fade out. 
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